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About This Game

The gameplay in Toki Tori is a blend of two genres. While it looks like a platform game, it's a puzzle game at heart. To progress
through the game, the player must pick up each egg in a level using a set number of tools. Players will have to look and plan
ahead carefully while using items such as the Telewarp, Freeze-o-Matic and InstantRock™. Additional tools are gradually

introduced as the player progresses through the game's 80+ levels covering four unique worlds.

A wide variety of items and weapons

80 levels spread over 4 large worlds

Dozens of hours of gameplay

For all ages - accessible and hard levels available

Catchy music and sound effects

Steam Achievements

Full screen HD graphics

Shader effects
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5.1 Surround Soundtrack

Controls designed for mouse, keyboard as well as joypad
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English,Dutch,French,German,Italian
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- Nice game and Great DLC i love it. Cute Outfit , 10\/10. More like De-Forest
Prepare to get hunted down by Green Peace. I was lured into buying this with sweet words like "Rimworld" and "Sims" and
"Minecraft" but when I got here all I found was Stonehearth and Garbage Pail Kids. The gameplay mechanics such as the
stockpile and crafting system is quite the let down, it's almost identical in every way to Stonehearth to the absolute pixel.

I can overlook the quirky Garbage Pail Kids giving me the bird (Seriously, zoom in when they dig.) and the rather provocative
animations of eating bread, but this game is a carbon copy of Stonehearth and it desperately needs to simply not be that. The
developers need to shift away from Stonehearth and towards more successful branches of colony management sim games, such
as Rimworld, Dwarf Fortress, and such. Stonehearth isn't a bad game, but even it has its own bad game mechanic choices. That
stockpile and crafting system needs to go right out the window. It's ultimately a poor design, and I feel you guys can do better!

I get that your name is Overly Complicated Games, but in this situation you shouldn't be further complicating an already
complicated system. Find the simplicity within the complexity and make something better. Don't be afraid to be original!

If you're on the fence to getting this game, I would recommend watching it for a while before making any
commitments. It's a neat game and concept until you see it in practice. I hope to see this game lean heavily away from
Stonehearth in the future releases.

-----
And for the love of all that is existence, please stop calling this Rimworld like it's somehow remotely similar... It's like
saying "That fellow over there has a lovely floral scent coming from his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Embark is to Rimworld what a booger is to a truck tire.
-----

Addendum: Wait, so... I can build a bed, chest, torch, table, and chairs from nothing using several individually placed
planks from the stockpile from this intelligent button on my hotbar; but a wooden wall and a barrel must be queued up
on the workbench? -_- cool.... This is a very good game. Nice graphics and soundtrack also. It's a worthy Cthulhu game.
I'd put 8\/10. So i totally recommended it.. ehh its kinda fun if you meme and jump around like a maniac. Only 2 maps
but both are good and very fresh to vermintide 1. I loved the boat mission (shame we can't get wet..) and the awesome
green moon sets a sick light over the maps. Fun times to be had :). 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. Just a question to the Devs:

Is there any development to maybe have Beam integration in addition to Twitch? I know a couple of Beam Streamers that would
stream this right from the game and would love to have their chat interact in much the same way for the Twitch side. If there is,
fantastic. If not, maybe this could be a jump start to seeing if it could happen.
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Fairly simple physics smasher in the style of Angry Birds.
Colorful and bright visuals but fairly uninteresting enemies.
Controls\/implementation for powers are not ideal and are not fun.
This game is fine, but probably a tad too expensive for what it is.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RWGLtbFdHIU. Yes, but only if you have friends. The game is sadly dead.. Survival horror aspiring to be
like Alien Isolation or SOMA. To be honest: it is much better. I don't know how this game is not that popular. Ingame content is
so very decent: sounds, texts, tons of readable-interactive items, realistic structers... i explore everything on my way and it really
makes me go deeper and deeper in this game. Far of unknown is a constant feeling. Really unique setting and an awesome
unexpectable plot.. It's a wonderful little visual novel with a storyline that is intriguing.. It's not really a game, it's an experience
and a very short one.. But it's an amazing experience.. One of the best game ever made even better on PC !
Playing the game with the mouse made me rediscover the game & the feeling is just awesome! It feels like it was always
designed to be played with a mouse.
I won't comment on VR since I don't have a VR headset, but I am looking forward to trying the game with one.
. I only play this game to get better gear so I can impress my waifu.. Despite the game being old, it doesn't feel dated at all. It
works OK, the resolution is up to 1600x1200 but what can you do and the story is totally amazing!! Lots of plot twists bring you
to false conclusions about everything. It's a Sherlock Holmes classic this one..  Stealing an idea I saw done here to help me
get through my huge backlog of games on Steam. It is what I like to call my "1 Hour Playtime Reviews Because My
Steam Library Has Gotten Stupid Big and I Don't Want to Regret How I Spend My Money Challenge." 

Oh no... I'm starting to regret the decision on how much time I'm dedicating to a game. I know, some have said an hour is not
enough time to judge a game. I say nay, my friends, an hour is more than enough time to realize the folly of your decisions, to
question your life choices, and wonder what brought you here to this. Bet On Soldier.

Now, I know, some would say this is an older game and age does not take kindly to many games, but with that, I point towards
titles of the same era like Doom3, Quake, Farcry, even Unreal Tournament. All of those games felt good for their time and feel
good now. Bet On Soldier does not. Can I have my hour back?. Great, great game.
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